The unique 4-way ceiling-suspended cassette is an ideal solution for rooms without a false ceiling, or minimal space above a false ceiling, where adaptive comfort control is preferred.

The optional Sensor Kit (occupancy and surface temperature) together with air temperature sensor and advanced control functions enables the unit to provide an exceptional comfort level, energy efficiency, and flexibility.

Features and benefits:

›› Very low unit height of under 8” makes it an ideal solution for school, shops, restaurants and offices with no or low false ceilings

›› Optional Sensor Kit enables input from three room sensors to provide optimized occupant comfort and efficiency

›› Stylish unit blends easily with any interior, as the air louvers close entirely when not in operation

›› Energy efficient fan motor

›› Individual air louver control — one or more louvers can be easily closed via the remote controller when required

›› Ideal for both new and existing buildings

›› Can also be mounted partially recessed in a false ceiling

›› Same appearance and size for all capacity models

›› Standard drain pump with 19.5” lift

Flexible airflow pattern

The four individually controlled air louvers in the unit enables comfortable space environment in a variety of different room layouts.

Air from each louver can be set to exhaust in 5 different angles between 0 and 60 degrees, or set to auto-swing.

Airflow angles

**Auto Swing:** Wide discharge angle: 0° to 60°

**Fixed angles:** 5 levels
Before purchasing this appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy consumption, yearly operating cost, or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer. Visit www.daikincomfort.com

Additional information

Automatic air-direction control

Airflow from the indoor unit is automatically adjusted to always maintain a comfortable environment — even when occupancy changes.

Daikin and its design are trademarks owned by Daikin.